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Note: Input only those entries, which are suitable to your reporting. You also may                         
add additional reporting item if need be. Kindly attach photographs if you have any. 

 

S.N. Reporting Items Narrative 

1 Report Date 15 Aug 2016 

2 Reporting Person Koninika Roy 

3 Designation Advocacy Manager 

4 Department Advocacy 

5 What is being reported? Acceptance Meet 

5.1 Meeting/ Conference - 

5.2 

Events: Rally/Walks/Protest 
March/ Pride March/ Street 
Play/ Any other Play (share 
details and numbers like 
people attending) 

 

5.3 
Sensitization / Training 
(share number of people 
attending) 

- 

5.4 Crisis Management  

5.5 Visitors Interaction  

5.6 Field Supervision  

6 Venue/Site/Place Holy Family Hospital, Bandra 

7 
Who did you meet/interact 
with? 

Participants, parents of LGBT, special guests 

8 
Any facilitator/ sponsors 
(add name and organization) 

Love Matters 

9 
Name of Humsafar Staff (s) 
attending this 

Tinesh Chopade, Rohan Pujari, Vivek Patil, CJ, Richa 
V, Ankit Trivedi, Koninika Roy, Vivek Anand, Suhail 
Abbasi, Ashok Row Kavi, Alpana Dange. 

10 
No. of  Stakeholders 
Attending (with designation 
and organization name) 

221 



11 Agenda/Topic/Activity 

The main motto of the event as stated by the 
organizers is to generate sensitization around the 
LGBTQ community with targets being parents, 
teachers, friends, bosses, colleagues, police and the 
lawmakers. The theme of the meet this year, was 
‘Mental Health of LGBTQ across different walks of 
life’. 
 

12 
Key points discussed / 
Minutes 

The event was conducted in four parts: The first part 

consisted of film screenings which was followed by a 

discussion with Supporting allies, then there was a 

Panel discussion with key speakers from different 

professions and the event ended with The Humsafar 

Trust’s launch of a Counseling Manual.to support 

parents of LGBTQ. 

The event began with the hosts welcoming everyone 

and Shruta Neytra, the research manager at The 

Humsafar Trust and a Yaariyan core member, 

briefing the audience regarding the Acceptance Meet, 

its inception and finally asking everyone to stand up 

for the National Anthem. The event moved forward 

with the screening of two films. First one, ‘Any Other 

Day’, portrayed a mother’s acceptance about her 

son’s sexuality and her usage of her awareness and 

knowledge to fight with the lawmakers to prevent 

them from illegally booking the son as a criminal. 

The second film was a short documentary featured 

by 101 India, named ‘CJ: A Coming Out’ featuring the 

journey of a transman and his acceptance of himself, 

his family and people in his hometown. The makers 

of both movies were called upon the stage where 

they addressed the audience and answered few 

questions. A member of the audience applauded the 

portrayal of the mother in Any Other Day, 

highlighting how a mother who is aware can help her 

child in a better way.  

Our principal partner Love Matters was introduced 

by Roshan Kokane, who gave a presentation on the 

online forum and explained its functioning. He also 



showed a video regarding sexual diversity among 

individuals. He then addressed the crowd to interact 

with them and took to answering. One interesting 

question posed to him was about the forum’s focus 

on the 18 – 30 year olds, to which Roshan replied by 

saying that their target audiences are mostly 

youngsters and they feel that making the current 

youth aware will pave a better path for sensitization. 

The second session began with Koninika Roy, The 

Humsafar Trust’s Advocacy Manager, hosting the 

supporting allies’ discussion. Parents, relatives, 

friends and colleagues shared their experiences and 

their journey of acceptance of their beloved ones. A 

father that accepted his daughter and arranged for 

her first date with her then girlfriend, a mother who 

accepted her son’s sexuality and the cousins who 

made that possible, all shared their stories 

ecstatically. Kritika Neelson, a boss turned friend for 

one of the community members, mentioned how it is 

not the straight people that need to accept the 

LGBTQ, but the LGBTQ community that needs to 

accept the straight people and their ignorance. 

Another friend who thanked her friends from the 

LGBTQ community that made her feel at home and 

said that she found a family, away from home, 

amongst them and how it helped her to survive and 

cope through the life in the new bustling city of 

Mumbai. 

Following the discussion, a young budding poet, 

Prachee Mashru, recited her poem #PRIDE and 

enthralled the audience with her talent. 

Richa Vashishta, a clinical psychologist with The 

Humsafar Trust, then took the stage for the panel 

discussion on the topic ‘Mental Health of LGBTQ 

across different walks of life’. She introduced and 

called the panelists on stage. Dr Armaan Pandey, a 



practicing psychiatrist stressed on how important it 

is for schools to incorporate studies related to 

sex,sexuality and gender. He expressed that when a 

person undergoes bullying for being themselves and 

by the time they reach college, the damage done is 

too much. Jayashri, the education expert from Vidya, 

expressed her views on the matter by sharing her 

experience when their institution conducted a 

teachers’ training program about sex and sexuality 

and how it helped the teachers to handle the kids 

better. Kranti, when asked about how a company can 

help its LGBTQ employees if they face bullying, he 

guided the members of the audience on how to go 

about bringing it to the notice of higher authorities 

and how they can help. He also shed light on how a 

proper law can help make the living as well as 

working conditions better for the LGBTQ community 

by protecting them from bullying and discrimination. 

After the panel discussion, a leading psychiatrist Dr 

Anjali Chhabria addressed the audience and shared 

her experience with respect to counseling and 

helping LGBTQ persons who had been through 

discrimination, bullying and suffered depression and 

how it affected their lives. Dr Anjali Chhabria, the 

guest of honour, Alpana Dange, Research Director at 

The Humsafar Trust with its board members Ashok 

Row Kavi, Sohail Abbasi and Vivek Raj Anand, 

unveiled a Manual for Counselors to support parents 

of LGBTQ. 

The Acceptance Meet ended by thanking the 

collaborators, principal partner, volunteers and the 

organizing team posing for a photograph 

 

 



13 List any resources used 
Venue Booking, Standees, Lanyards, Banner, Flex, 

laptop, Projector, Snacks/tea, Registration Sheets, 

Feedback forms, Pens.  

14 Key decisions taken - 

15 Observations/ Comments 

 
 
 
 
 
- 
 
 
 

 
 
Some Photos of the event:  
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


